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On our Cover: Our cover shot was taken by Gold Member Ryan Pendleton (Pichead), from Missouri, USA, winner of our Best of Nikonians - 2010 Images Photo Contest. He
used his tripod mounted Nikon D700 and 50mm f/1.8D AF Nikkor lens along with a Nikon SB-600 Speedlight in an umbrella. Full details on his winning shot start on page 5.
This Page: A representative landscape of Denali National Park, Alaska, USA, taken during the 9th Annual Nikon Photo Adventure Trip. The photographer is Charter member
Rick Hulbert (rhulbert), winner of a special trip to Brussels, Belgium. His story starts on page 7. The objective of this image was to try to capture a landscape with “emotion.”
The photo is taken with Rick’s infra-red converted Nikon D700. It has an enhanced color IR filter which accounts for the “purple mountain majesty”. The image was processed
using Photoshop CS5 with Nik Color Efex Pro 3.0 filter effects.
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Editorial

by J. Ramón Palacios (jrp)

Despite tragedy, Nikon Japan will revive
jrp
Administrator
Charter Member
Co-Founder
30,075 posts

If our community of Nikon enthusiasts
can be characterized by a single word,
perhaps that word would be “passionate.”

We are passionate about the photo imaging industry in general, Nikon gear
in specifics and the celebration of each
other’s successes over all. That passion
can also serve as a focal point when
it comes to world events, such as the
devastation recently suffered by our friends in Japan.
Those of us who have experienced earthquakes first-hand (in my case the latest was
Mexico City in 1985) can recall the many years of recovery required to heal the wounds
of this kind of disaster. The buildings and factories will be replaced, but our current focus is on the many families who have suffered personal losses. To that end, I thank the
many Nikonians members who have made sizable donations to relief agencies (most
anonymously) in support of the Japanese people.
Despite their losses, they are displaying a phenomenally strong survival spirit. In future months our discussion forums will inevitably touch on equipment and accessories
shortages resulting from the damage to Nikon Japan facilities but for now, we can assure our friends and fellow Nikon community members in Japan that our thoughts and
prayers are for your personal recovery – above and beyond the recovery of your fine
Nikon products.
On a more positive note, we welcome Richard Hulbert (rhulbert) as a contributing
author in this 49th issue of The Nikonian eZine. Rick is an internationally recognized
award winning Canadian architect and photographer. My dear friend and co-founding
partner Bo Stahlbrandt (bgs) and I have come to know Rick very well in the past seven
years and we were delighted when he won the grand prize in our 10th Anniversary
Photo contest last year. Rick took the time to share with us his experiences under the
guiding hand of Pascal Baetens in Brussels, Belgium. He sent us a sampling of his images and some are used to illustrate his article. The image of him with his camera at
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the beginning of the article was taken by fellow Nikonian James Knighten (emi_fiend)
during ANPAT 2009 in Denali National Park, Alaska, USA.
The final page of this edition (usually reserved for a closing image in the fashion of
the back cover on a typical magazine) requires more than just a quick glance. It looks
like our now familiar nikonians.org home page, but at closer examination, you will see
that it is in French. Below the screen shot of our new French site is an invitation for
volunteer moderators and the link will also bring you to a similar invitation for our German version. It is somewhat ironic that your two co-founders (Bo and me) were raised
speaking Spanish and Swedish, and then eventually teamed up to start an International
community based on the English language. Since the founding of the community we
have expanded to German and French, and who knows when we’ll finally expand to
Spanish and Swedish. While we wait for that, I should remind you that within all three
versions of Nikonians online (in the Café section), we have links to Multilingual forums
available in English, German, Spanish, Dutch and Filipino.
We have been making steady progress in translating our feature articles and reviews
into those languages and hope to soon have some also available in Portuguese. The
worldwide expansion of the community is also evident when you have a look at our
workshops. You will notice the familiar Nikonians Academy, based in North America,
has now expanded to hosting workshops and photo Trips in Canada and Africa. Meanwhile we now add the team from Nikonians Academy Europe, currently covering the
United Kingdom, Ireland, The Netherlands and Belgium.
Another interesting example of our steady growth (now with over 300,000 registered
members) can be found in the recent forming and expansion of Nikonians Chapters.
If you haven’t visited the Travel and Get Together section of our site you are missing
out on a chance to meet fellow Nikonians near you. Looking ahead to the future, I
can let you know that as we get started on our second decade, we are already pursuing methods to add video and eventually also make future editions of this (our official
magazine) available on tablets and smart phones.
None of this would be possible without your continued support as contributing members and for that, my partner Bo and I are deeply appreciative.
Nikonians forever! —

J. Ramón Palacios (jrp)

Membership levels
Nikonians offers several levels of membership. Of course there is a free, basic membership good for a 25 day trial period, that you can now expand to 60 days, but we invite you to enjoy the fun and benefits of Silver, Gold and Platinum membership levels providing you with sell & buy
opportunities, image upload, free shipping and more. Nikonians is a not-for-profit community. All capital generated through our operations (The
Nikonians Community, The PhotoProShop and The Nikonians Academy) are reinvested to sustain our growth. Each membership counts and we
take this opportunity to thank you for your support!
Bo Stahlbrandt and J. Ramón Palacios, Founders of Nikonians

Access our free forum areas.
Learn, share and participate in lively discussions
Receive our newsletters, podcasts and RSS feeds
Receive our eZine THE NIKONIAN™ as PDF
Access our fast search portal NikoScope™

Everything in the Silver level plus
Your exclusive Nikonians personal Photographer’s ID
Get your personal Nikonians Business Card
Write access to the Nikonians Wiki
Your own personal blog at Nikonians
Your own personal email address at Nikonians

Image gallery
Your personal image gallery with many features.
Participate in photo contests
Participate in the Annual Best of Nikonians Images
Photo Contest. Prizes are awarded during the year as
well as in the contest finals.
Access to classifieds section
Buy and sell your gear in our Buy and Sell Forums
Access to Nikonians workshops & tours
Access to Nikonians events
Upload and link to images in forums
Rebates and more!

Everything in the Silver and Gold level
plus free shipping in the Photo Pro Shop,
larger gallery, free access to events
Access to Platinum Lounge
Free access to the Nikonians Business Directory, the
Orange Pages

A membership starts as low as $25 USD per year
or less than 7 cents a day. Join today at
www.nikonians.org/membership
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Contest winners

Congratulations to Gold Member Ryan Pendleton (Pichead),
from Missouri, USA, winner of our Best of Nikonians - 2010
Images Photo Contest.
Ryan holds the distinction of having won the contest two years in
a row. He won the 2009 Contest with his image titled “St. Louis
Storm.” His current 2010 winning image is titled “Light Reading.”
Ryan provides full details on how he captured his winning photo:
“For this shot I set my D700 up inside the house, facing outward.
I placed my SB-600 unit up inside the metal frame of an umbrella
and the sensor on the front of the speedlight secured it within that
framework so that I didn’t have to tie it down each time. This was
a big deal because I would have had to find string or something
similar around the house and who has time for that?
The flash was set to TTL with a negative EV dialed in as to not overpower the shot with blown areas, and I began with the camera set
to about 1/125th of a second. This produced some nice shots but
the rain was frozen as round droplets and it didn’t give the desired
effect. So, I began to slow the shutter down to draw out the droplets into streaks as you see above.
Now, the flash is what freezes the action and not the shutter, in this
instance. You might think that slowing the shutter speed down to 2
seconds wouldn’t have an impact on the look of the photo because
the flash should still do its thing for the fraction of a second it’s firing. My guess is that the Nikon CLS was maintaining communication between the camera and the flash and when I slowed
the shutter down on-camera, the camera then told the flash to extend accordingly, providing a longer period of time during
which the drops could be seen. I grabbed some glasses and a book from the shelf to add some weirdness, and to ensure that
my wife called me a ‘big dork,’ and was good to go... “
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Contest winners
Second Place honors go to Nikonians Silver Member Rajendra Pandit
(RMPANDIT) of India. His image titled “Lonely Link” was taken with a
Nikon D300 and AF-S DX Zoom-NIKKOR 12-24mm f/4G IF-ED lens, hand
held using a 1/250th second shutter speed and an f/13 aperture with the
camera set to ISO 200. He had his white balance set to auto and shot the
image in the RAW format (Nikon’s NEF).
Rajendra tells us he and his group was in the remotest part of the Himalayas, between Srinagar to Kargil, when the landscape mixed with the clouds
and caught his attention.
“The river coming from right to left under the bridge gives a lively effect
and the bridge across the river takes you inside the picture again. There are
two tiny human figures in the photo which add more life.”

Ryan’s first place win earns him Think Tank Photo’s Airport Security™ V 2.0
Rolling Camera Bag, an Epson Stylus Photo R2880 Ink Jet Printer, LENSPEN’s
SensorKlear and SensorKlears Loupe, and a two year Gold extension on his
Nikonians Membership.
Rajendra’s second place win earns him X-Rite’s ColorChecker Passport, BlackRapid’s RS-4 Camera Strap and LENSPEN’s PhotoPro Kit and a one year Gold
extension on his Nikonians Membership.
Zoran’s third place win earns him Think Tank Photo’s Digital Holster™ 50 V2.0,
BlackRapid’s RS-4 Camera Strap LENSPEN’s PhotoPro Kit and a one year Gold
extension on his Nikonians Membership.
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Third Place credits go to Silver
Member Zoran Buletic (Bzox),
for his image titled “Long Way
Home.” It was taken with his tripod mounted Nikon
D200, using a 1/13th second shutter speed and an
f/8 aperture with the camera set to ISO 160.
Zoran is a designer and photographer from Sarajevo, the capital city of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Zoran is also a member of the “consecutive win”
club. His current third place winning image won the
September contest segment, and the month before
he won the August segment with his image titled
“Violin”.

A Very Special Day
Prize winner reflects on his “once in a lifetime”
experience
Charter Member Rick Hulbert (rhulbert),
from Vancouver, Canada recently enjoyed
an exclusive workshop with International award winning photographer Pascal
Baetens. The workshop was part of his
grand prize in our Nikonians 10th Anniversary Photo Contest last year.
His winning image titled “3 Nikonian
Amigos on the Caribbean Road” was
made with a Nikon D3X camera using a
14-24mm f/2.8G AF-S set at 16mm. The
aperture was f/5.6, the shutter speed was
1/8000s.
The following is an article by Rick describing his adventure, and it is illustrated with
some of his images taken during the workshop. The subject matter was fine art nude
photography.
On February 28th, I traveled to Belgium from Vancouver, Canada to participate in the
unique European Workshop I was awarded back in July of 2010 as the recipient of the
Nikonians’ 10th Anniversary Photo Contest Grand Prize. While I won an opportunity
to have a private “one on one” workshop with Mr. Pascal Baetens, an internationally
recognized Photographer living near Brussels, Belgium, I decided to make the most
of this once in a lifetime experience by enrolling in a two day, regularly scheduled
workshop, just prior to my special day. Both of these events were held in Mr. Beaten’s
incredible Studio and Gallery just outside of Leuven, Belgium.
The grounds and facilities that make up his Studio and Gallery were once a former
medical institution, (now a group of heritage structures). This amazing complex of
interior and exterior spaces serves up a myriad of photographic settings. On three cold
winter days, the completely overcast sky served as the world’s biggest soft box providing the light source.
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by Rick Hulbert (rhulbert)
This opportunity was everything that the Nikonian experience embodies. Our Nikonians’ Co-Founder, Bo Stahlbrandt, kindly shared the experience with me and offered
his advice and assistance throughout my stay in Leuven. I had the good fortune to
learn, because of my three day experience, that Pascal Beatens is both a passionate
photographer and a gifted teacher.
The general workshop
topic was Fine Art Nude
Photography. I learned
that if I was to truly collaborate with the models, I would first need
to spend considerable
time simply talking and
listening to them (in
retrospect,
probably
less talking on my part
and more listening), in
an effort to establish
a good rapport and a
“comfort level of trust”
between myself and
the model(s). Ideally,
the key was to allow
the individual model to
tell me a bit about herself ... her interests and
aspirations, so that she
could openly display
her emotional self.
I learned that it is the presence of “emotion” combined with the “atmosphere” of the
setting that forms the foundation of a meaningful artistic image. One then needs to
determine the “perspective” of the viewer, the “distance” from the subject, and the
characteristics of the “light quality”. In doing so, the elements of “composition” and
model “posing” come into play ... also something I learned a bit about. The models
that Mr. Baetens provided during the workshop experience, were great to talk with

A Very Special Day
and they made me feel very
comfortable and this, in
turn, contributed greatly to
the images I captured. His
respectful critiques of my
images were open and sincere. Mr. Baeten’s recent
humanitarian efforts are to
be commended. His recent
photographs transcend art
and seek to convey a higher
social purpose by exposing
both the joys and the tragedies in the lives of his models.
The bottom line is that I was
inspired! After trying a variety of lens focal lengths, I
found to my surprise, that
the widest angles of view
served me well. This was
largely because it forced me
out of my rather shy comfort zone to get closer to the
models and to engage them and then, with their permission, enter their “bubble” of
personal space.
All in all, there was so much to think about, I considered myself very fortunate to have
been able to capture any images at all!
While my special prize winning day began in the early morning with confidence and
excitement, by lunch time, I was sweating profusely and frankly starting to panic about
whether I was even worthy of the opportunity in front of me. However, by 10 p.m.,
when my new friend, Pascal, personally dropped me off at my hotel, I was feeling like
I had the best, single day learning experience of my life. (For those of you who know
me and have participated together with me in Academy Workshops, that is saying
something!)
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In the end, the photos I came away with paled in comparison to the knowledge and
insight I gained. I look forward to chatting about my experience with those of you who
want to learn more.
Upon receiving Rick’s article and a sampling of his images, we gave him a call and
asked him to add a few more details:
Q- Prior to the workshop did you have any nude photography experience?
A- I’ve never taken pictures without my clothes on.

A Very Special Day
the Histogram. Pascal’s point was that to excel in photography, you need to experiment and go beyond the basic rules.

Q- Will you be able to apply the lessons learned in your normal everyday
shooting?
A- Whether you shoot Architecture, Landscapes, or Events, the lessons I learned apply
to all aspects. What I found was (to my surprise) the principles that Pascal discusses are
very much applicable to general photography-- it was a great insight.
Q- You mentioned Pascal’s advice on composition. Does composition
translate well when shooting human subjects as opposed to landscapes
and buildings?
A- Actually, he explained composition in a concise way by suggesting that a human
subject is either off-center or centered. While I was trained that symmetry is problematic in modern architectural design, Pascal explained the “bond” that can exist
between the human subject and the viewer when that subject is centered in the photograph. Pascal went over a number of “rules” of photography, then stressed that
once you master those rules, you are free to start to break them. As an example, while
(Nikonians Academy Director) Mike Hagen might explain the benefits in relying on the
Histogram, Michael Mariant (Academy Instructor) might stress the benefits of ignoring
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Q- Did you gain any insight on working with
models?
A- That was an entire category in itself. The ability to
elicit an emotion—capture
that emotion---and then
find a setting that becomes
the atmosphere for that
emotion separates the really
experienced photographers
from the rest. It can be the
difference between a good
or acceptable photograph
and a great photograph.
And, it doesn’t matter if your
model has clothes on or off.
This notion can and should
be employed when enjoying travel photography, for
example. I was taught the
importance of engaging
and getting to know your
human subject.
Q- Did you pick up on any hardware tips?
A- Oh yes. For instance, I use the AF-S Nikkor 14-24mm f/2.8 ED lens for architecture and all of a sudden I learned that same lens can work well for people. You need
to come in close to the model which means you are going into their “personal space
or bubble.” That’s when you realize the importance of getting to know your subject
because at that point your success depends on whether they will allow you --- or invite
you into their “bubble.”

A Very Special Day

A representative Architectural Photo attempting to convey a sense of both “3-dimensional space” and what is referred to as an “indoor-outdoor relationship.” The
image is of a building Rick designed in Victoria, BC, touted by some as one of the
most “sustainable” urban resort structures in the world. He used his Nikon D3x with
a 14-24mm f/2.8 lens shot at 14mm at f11. This is a 4 image HDR processed in Photomatix Pro 4.0 and Photoshop CS5 with Nik Color Efex Pro 3.0 filter effects.
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Nikonians Academy Highlights
Mike Hagen, Nikonians Academy Director has gathered a quick listing of Nikonians
Academy workshops and photo trips in the coming months. For complete listings (and
availability) make sure you check the Nikonians Academy Home Page. The Nikonians
Academy is a photography training institution specialized in a small class environment
-typically of 12 to 15 students- to provide high quality personalized photography
training in all topics related to modern photography in North America.

California Wild
Michael Mariant has the landscapes of California covered with his very popular workshops to hotspots such as Big Sur, Redwoods, Eastern Sierra and Yosemite. The photographs from these adventures are always stunning and the participants have more
fun than you can imagine. They get up early, stay up late and shoot pictures non-stop.
Big Sur is set for 4/14 – 4/17, Yosemite in Spring 5/26 – 5/29, Giant Redwoods 6/23
– 6/26, Eastern Sierra 10/20 – 10/23.

If you are interested in our European workshops, please visit our European site.

Colorado Springs 4/6/11 – 4/8/11.
Winston Hall has brought back his excellent workshop on HDR Photography to Colorado Springs, CO. During this workshop, Winston takes you through the entire process
from setting up the camera to planning the shoot to shooting in the field to processing
in the computer. Consider the workshop a master’s thesis on HDR. In addition to this
2-day workshop, Winston is also running workshops on the Nikon D700, D3, D3s,
D3x, D300 and D300s in Colorado Springs.
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Los Angeles, CA and Samy’s Camera
Mike Hagen is bringing our Master your Photography series of workshops to Los Angeles and
Samy’s Camera (www.samys.com) this April 14th
– 17th, 2011. Samy’s has been our gracious host in the past and this venue provides
an excellent place to learn as well as an excellent place to buy gear! We are running
Master the Nikon D300/D300s In Depth, Master the Nikon D300/D300s Advanced,
Master Nikon Wireless Flash and Master the Nikon D700 & D3/D3s/D3x In Depth.

Nikonians Academy Highlights
Canadian Workshops
Finally! We are bringing the Nikonians Academy workshops back to Canada in a big way.
We’ve already had sold out-classes in Vancouver, BC and Toronto, ON and are headed to
Montreal, QC and Edmonton, AB. Steve Simon will be running Master the Nikon D300/
D300s In Depth, Master the Nikon D7000/
D90/D80, The Passionate Photographer and
Master the Nikon D700 & D3/D3s/D3x In
Depth. He’ll be in Montreal 4/20 – 4/23 and
in Edmonton 6/8 – 6/11.
Africa
If you are considering a photo Adventure to Africa, Mike Hagen has four trips on the
calendar between now and late 2012. Our November, 2011 trip to Tanzania is almost
sold out, but we have two more adventures planned for May 2012 and November
2012.
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We are also preparing a new type of trip to the Chobe River in Botswana. This photo
adventure will be based at a luxury bush lodge on the Chobe River, and then we’ll be
photographing wildlife from a specially designed boat. Our outfitter has created a photographer’s dream machine that comes with Wimberley heads and 500mm or 600mm
f4 lenses. Yes, that’s right. All you need to do is show up and mount your camera to the
lenses. The photography is stunning and different than just about anything else in Africa. Our first trip is scheduled for July 2011 and is priced at a low rate as an introductory offer. The prices for 2012 will go up, so consider going now to save some cash.
Grand Teton
Wildlife
North American wildlife is at its best in
Grand Teton National
Park and Jim Stamates
has been photographing there for decades.
He’s an expert on finding wildlife and showing his students how to
create masterpieces in
nature.
Jim is running two trips
to Grand Teton National Park this year;
the first is May 23 – 26,
2011 and the second is
October 3 – 6, 2011.

Light Painting
Steven Shepard is a Gold Member from Vermont, USA. He’s an accomplished author
with 57 published books and hundreds of articles to his credit.
His Web site is http://www.shepardcomm.com/. In this article Steven describes a two
person technique for painting with light. At first glance one might think a remote subdued flash would do the trick, but read further and see how it takes a bit of teamwork
and experimenting. You can apply this technique on any local landmark.
Most of us have seen images like this one and wondered how in the world it was
taken. It turns out to be remarkably easy. Here’s what you need: a clear night with very
little light pollution (this one was taken in the shadow of the Tetons in Wyoming); a
compelling subject, like this old cabin; a camera capable of shooting at high ISO for
30 seconds or more; a rock-solid tripod, capable of supporting your camera and lens
in either portrait or landscape mode without slipping for at least 30 seconds; a remote
shutter release, a regular incandescent flashlight or flash, fitted with an amber gel; a
headlamp; and a willing assistant, also outfitted with a headlamp. I took this image
with my good friend and fellow photographer Stephanie Jacobs.
Step one is to set up the shot. Using your headlamps to avoid obstacles on the ground
(like the large gopher hole I managed to step in during this shoot, not once but three
times), set up the cameras on tripod in such a way that they are far enough away from
the subject to give you enough distance to both frame the subject and a large swath
of the starry sky.
Step two is to prepare the cameras. This is a 30-second exposure, which means that
you must have at least one (and preferably two) fully charged camera batteries. And
because it is a long exposure, remember to turn on the noise reduction feature in the
camera to reduce the inevitable speckling that occurs from the sensor as it warms during the long shot (camera sensors heat up while they’re activated, which can lead to
thermal noise in the image. This is also why you should never clean your sensor by
taking a picture in Bulb mode: you’re taking a picture, which means that the sensor
is activated and generating static electricity. As a result all you’ll do is move the dust
around on the electrostatic sticky surface).
In step three, the show begins. There are two roles to be played here, and Stephanie
and I take turns so that we can both fall in the gopher hole. One of us operates the
cameras, while the other takes the flashlight or gelled flash.
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By Steven Shepard (sshepard)

Light Painting

There was a lot of trial-and-error involved in capturing the images that we got that
night. Determining the appropriate exposure in-camera, the right amount of time to
paint the cabin, the correct distance to stand from the subject, meant taking a lot of
shots that never saw the light of day. We noted, for example, that exposures long
than 30 seconds resulted in star “dashes” rather than star “dots,” and they just didn’t
look good. We kept careful notes so that we could replicate the shot when we finally
got it right, and since then we have used the same technique on a variety of shoots
together.
This is a lot of fun - give it a try. If nothing else it’s an excuse to go out and shoot at
night and enjoy the stars!
Shot with Nikon D3 cameras, 24-70mm f/2.8 lens on a Gitzo tripod and ball head.
Images were triggered with Nikon MC-30 Remote Trigger Release. Camera settings
were ISO 1,000, 30-second exposure at f/2.8.
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ADVERTISEMENT

For this shot, Steph had the cameras, and I had the light. Using my headlamp I walked
over to the front of the cabin so that I was about 60 feet in front of it. At that distance,
the flashlight cast a soft amber glow on the cabin with very little of it spilling onto the
ground or on elements in the background. As soon as I was in position I told Steph I
was ready, and she gave me a countdown of 3-2-1-go. On ‘go’, she tripped the cameras with the remote releases, which were set to 30 seconds at ISO 1,000, and I began
to carefully “paint” the cabin with the flashlight, taking care not to “paint outside the
lines” and to stay out of the shot. I did this for about six seconds, which we determined
to be the right amount for the effect that you see here. At the 30-second mark, both
shutters closed, and Steph called out to me that I could come out of hiding and turn
on my headlamp.

Epson Stylus Pro 3880 Review
Weeks of testing finds no
faults plenty of kudos
esantos
Moderator
Team Member
Nikonians Masters
Society Member
8572 posts

By Ernesto Santos (esantos)
for a 17 inch printer. When I took delivery of my 4000 it arrived by truck on a wooden
shipping palette. It takes two people to move it and unless you have a very sturdy and
large counter or desk you would be wise to purchase the optional rolling stand. The
3800, on the other hand, could fit on an average sized desk or table and with the top
load and catch trays for the paper retracted it is not much bigger than a typical 13-inch
wide printer.

When I first heard that Epson was about to introduce
a desktop printer in the 17 inch-wide category and
after reviewing the specifications I was a little puzzled.
At the time I owned Epson’s other 17 inch printer, the 4000 Stylus Pro. What made
me skeptical was that the 4000 was the first and only (at the time) pro-line printer in
the Epson line that allowed for both matte black and photo black inks to be installed
simultaneously. With the subsequent release of the 4800 a couple of years later Epson
went back to an ink configuration where the photo and matte blacks required swapping out. This was necessary in order to give one of the cartridge slots to a new light,
light black in the new UltraChrome K3 inks.
Now here came along the Epson Stylus Pro 3880 which once again had all the inks
on-board simultaneously. This printer featured automatic black ink switching which
involved flushing and priming a single black ink line shared between the photo and
matte black cartridges triggered by the user’s selection of paper in the printer driver.
This was all good and well even in the midst of knowing that some amount of black
ink would be wasted in the flushing/priming process, but there was something else
that did not sit well with me. There was no support for the use of roll paper. How could
Epson build a Stylus Proprinter that did not support the use of roll stock? That made no
sense to me initially. Even with my limited experience with the pro line at the time I had
already gained a big appreciation for the convenience of roll paper.
The 3800 was also different in its design. This printer definitely had the pedigree of a
Stylus Pro but you could immediately tell this one had somewhat of an independent
streak. This printer played by a different set of rules. For one it was small and compact
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It is actually these design characteristics that really make the 3800 line of printers so
attractive to such a large audience. It is almost the perfect combination of professional
performance and compactness. It takes a lot less commitment on the part of the photographer to own this printer than with the other pro line models, and let me tell you
the print quality is just as good. The upside is you don’t have to rearrange the furniture
to get this printer into your digital darkroom. So you lose a little utility (no roll paper
support) but for many who are not printing large volumes of prints this is not going to
be missed. And for those with the big printers in their studios it is very convenient to
run smaller prints or proofs on a smaller printer that is up and running in seconds. Now
that I have had a chance to review the latest 3880 Stylus Pro my skepticism has been
totally eliminated.

Epson Stylus Pro 3880 Review
FEATURES
With the introduction of the 3880
Stylus Pro Epson has updated the
original 3800 to operate with the
newer Ultrachrome K3 with Vivid
Magenta inks. This new ink set
improves on the reproduction of
blues and violets by updating the
Magenta and Light Magenta inks
which increases the color gamut
of the printer significantly. In addition, the 3880 has improved
screening technology through the
partnering of Epson engineers and RIT Munsell Color Science Laboratory. This partnership produced the technology for more precise placement of each ink droplet for
smooth grain-free images. This technology called AccuPhoto HD2 can also reduce the
metamerism effect when prints are viewed under different lighting conditions. Lastly,
these new advances have greatly improved the color gamut of the printer and ensure
smooth color transitions.
With the 3880 owners can now
switch between fine art matte
papers and coated photo papers
without having to swap out the
black inks. In this printer the Photo
Black and Matte Black cartridges
sit side-by-side each in their own
cartridge slot. The printer has the
built-in intelligence to automatically make the switch when you
select the type of paper you are
using in the Epson printer driver.
Epson has also made a great decision to make the cartridges of the 3880 much larger
than their standard desktop printers but smaller and more compact than the larger
Stylus Pro printers. While the 4880, 7880 and 9980 use 110 or 220 milliliter capacity
cartridges the 3880 uses a more compact 80 milliliter cartridge.
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The print head of the 3880 has also been
updated. Resolution of the professional
print head is 2880x1440 dpi producing
highly accurate dot shapes and more
precise placement which Epson says is
key to making highly detailed prints with
accurate color. The print head is also
coated with an ink-repelling coating to
reduce nozzle clogging. Additionally, the
3880 utilizes auto nozzle checking and
maintenance to decrease user maintenance intervention and increase printer
reliability.

Epson Stylus Pro 3880 Review
Finally, the 3880 features the Advanced Black and White Photo Mode introduced by
Epson with the 2400 model printer. This interface included in the printer driver works
with a three-level black technology to deliver richer blacks, outstanding tonal range,
and a new level of gray balance. Couple this with better screening and the ability to
choose from a variety of toning options and you have truly stunning black and white
prints.
TESTING ADVANCED BLACK AND WHITE PHOTO MODE
When I tested the 3880 Stylus Pro I was eager to try this Advanced Black and White
Photo Mode. I looked through a number of test images in my library when I came
across a shot of the beautiful and imposing Guadalupe Peak in the Guadalupe Mountains National Park in Texas. While as a color image this photograph is not exactly a
compelling study in light when transformed to a black and white image it really comes
into its own. I decided to take this one step further and add a subtle Platinum tone to
the image. I selected the Warm preset in the Color Toning drop down list of the Advanced Black and White Photo Mode controls and then played with the sliders until I
felt I got the look I wanted – something close to the old platinum toned prints of the
past. I then printed the image on a sheet of Epson Velvet Fine Art matte paper.

Next I took the original color image and converted it to black and white in Photoshop
CS5 using B/W Styler plug-in from The Plug-In Site. I have used this black and white
converter for a number of years and have been very happy with the results. After I
converted the image to black and white I toned it as close as I could visually to the print
I had just made using the Advanced Black and White Photo Mode. I did this by viewing
the print next to my monitor under a 5000°K lamp and soft proofing in Photoshop using the Epson ICC paper profile for Velvet Fine Art. The results were quite interesting.
While I was not able to get an exact match between the two prints the overall tone the
prints were almost identical and the print quality and range of black and white tones
were excellent. The details were well preserved in both and if you put aside the slight
differences in color tone and overall exposure level (variances attributed to human eye
perception and differences between reflective and emissive sources) you could not tell
which print was done using the Advanced Black and White Photo Mode or the traditional black and white conversion/color managed print workflow method.
The Advanced Black and White Photo Mode solution is not without its limitations. For
one, you have to gain some level of feel for what this method will give you as you
adjust the sliders. The preview image is helpful, but in other prints I made I had to
make a few proof prints and subsequent adjustments until I got what I really wanted.
Hopefully, in later iterations of the Advanced Black and White Photo Mode Epson will
provide a more sophisticated way of previewing the settings on the actual image you
are printing. This would make the Advanced Mode almost perfect. Whatever method
you choose to make your fine art black and white prints you will not be disappointed
with the black and white output capabilities of the 3880 Stylus Pro. In every case
my test prints were rich in detail and gray tonality. Oh, and before I forget, the three
black technology gives you true neutral black and white prints. True neutral black and
white prints with past inkjet printers has always been elusive. Now, with the addition
of a Light, Light Black ink Epson screening does not rely so heavily on mixing colors to
achieve all levels of gray. With the three levels of black it would be a rare occasion if a
color cast were to impose itself on your beautiful print.
TESTING COLOR PRINTING
While testing the 3880 Stylus Pro I ran many color prints as well using various papers
such as Ultra Premium Photo Paper Luster, Velvet Fine Art, and Premium Glossy Photo
Paper. I could not find any fault with the quality of these prints. Each was rich in color,
held the finest details, and showed no perceivable metamerism or gloss differential. I
cannot emphasize enough that at this point in the development of Epson’s inkjet tech-
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nology excellent print quality is a guarantee. While they continue to improve on this
print quality Epson has also spent a lot of effort into improving their printers with more
efficient and reliable operation, convenience, advances in the printer driver (black and
white photo mode), accuracy of their ICC paper profiles, and the quality of their inks
and media. Take all these together and you have quite the complete package. All the
user needs to focus on to achieve true gallery quality prints is a good color managed
workflow and the Epson recommended print procedures.

Fine Art roll paper. The print was of similar size at 16x24 inches. I decided to pull out
that older print and compare the two. Pixel peeping is not necessarily my style but in
this comparison I could not resist. The improved screening technology of the 3880 was
readily apparent while the color was significantly more vibrant. The orange glow of the
leaves stood out with the 3880 print while the print from the 4000 was still saturated
and beautiful but in a side-by-side comparison the orange was a little muted in comparison. I also noticed that the blurred background was much smoother in color transition areas and had little to no “grain” compared to the print from the 4000.
RECOMMENDATION
While my initial impressions of Epson introducing a desktop model Stylus Pro contained
a healthy dose of skepticism I have to now admit that I was totally wrong. The great
success of the 3800 and 3880 models bears taking notice. In over twenty years of
dominance in the photo inkjet industry Epson has developed an uncanny ability to tap
into the needs, wants, and desires of photographers. And as any great company does
they also are very good at creating a lot of interest in products that initially might not
look so appealing on paper. Epson accomplishes this through a commitment to excellent design, extensive research and development, innovation, and most importantly
quality.
If you are looking for a top of the line inkjet desktop printer that is truly of professional
caliber there is hardly any reason to look any further than the Epson 3880 Stylus Pro. In
many weeks of testing I could not find fault with this printer. The output is outstanding
and the performance and reliability are flawless. The ink cartridges are the perfect size
for the person who does not require high volume printing capabilities but does enough
printing where the smaller cartridges of the 13 inch desktops would not be practical.
Print quality is on par with the larger stand alone Stylus Pros. The one feature that you
must give up is the option to print on roll paper, but Epson has yet again broadened
my horizons on this issue. It is a small price to pay in exchange for a neat and compact
package that packs a heavy punch.

One color test print that stood out in my eyes was this close up image of some Texas
Big Tooth Maple leaves I took on a trip to the Guadalupe Mountains a few years ago. I
printed this on a 17x22 inch sheet of Velvet Fine Art paper. As the print emerged from
the printer I was immediately impressed by the rich color and outstanding detail. Even
the smallest cellular structure of the fading leaves was present in the print. I knew that
this was a significant improvement from what older Epson printers could produce. I had
printed this same image using my old Epson Stylus Pro 4000 on Epson UltraSmooth
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Understanding User Settings in the Nikon D7000
Your camera
serves multiple
shooting styles
and you can
program them
yourself
Darrell Young (DigitalDarrell)
is an information technology
engineer by trade. He’s been
an avid photographer since
1968 when his mother gave
him a Brownie Hawkeye camera. Darrell has used Nikon cameras and Nikkor lenses since 1980. He has an incurable case of Nikon Acquisition Syndrome (NAS) and delights in working with Nikon’s
newest digital cameras. Living near Great Smoky Mountains National Park has given
him a real concern for, and interest in, nature photography.
He loves to write, as you can see in the Resources area of the Nikonians.org community. He joined the community in the year 2000, and his literary contributions led to
his invitation to become a Founding Member of the Nikonians Writers Guild. Darrell
has been published in the NikoniansPress/Rocky Nook series of books:

•
•
•
•
•

Mastering the Nikon D5000,
Mastering the Nikon D90,
Mastering the Nikon D300,
Mastering the D700, (co-authored by James Johnson)
and Mastering the Nikon D3000.

His newest book, Mastering the Nikon D300/D300S is now available, and
he’s currently finishing up on Mastering the Nikon D7000 . This article is an
excerpt from that book, due out in May 2011 in both print and eBook formats.
You can pre-order at Amazon.com, Barnes & Noble, Borders, and other fine
book retailers.
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by Darrell Young (DigitalDarrell)

Many people with a new Nikon D7000
have looked at the U1 and U2 settings on
the camera’s mode dial and scratched their
heads. “What’s that for?” they asked. This
is something new on Nikon DSLR cameras
and most have not seen it before. So, what
are these two settings good for? How do
I use them?
The two user settings allow you to configure your camera in two completely different ways and save them for easy recall
whenever you need that style of shooting.
Maybe you’ll use user setting U1 for your “Best Images” mode. You select NEF (RAW)
mode for the best dynamic range, with the rest of the camera configured for maximum
quality: Aperture priority, f/8, Single-servo focus mode, Single-point AF-area mode,
100 ISO, Neutral Picture Control, Adobe RGB color space, Active D-Lighting on Low.
Then, you might configure U2 as a “Party Mode,” where you can shoot for fun shots:
JPEG fine, Auto shooting mode, f/8, Auto-servo focus mode, Auto-area AF mode,
Auto ISO, Standard Picture Control, Size priority images, sRGB color space, and Active
D-Lighting on Normal.
The Shooting Menu function called “Save user settings” allows you to save up to two
user settings into camera memory (see figure 1.0). Later you can recall those settings
by simply selecting U1 or U2 from the Mode dial. Each user setting can save certain
configuration information, but can’t save others.
Following are two lists, one for items that can be saved, and one for items that can’t:
Items that will be saved:
• Adjustments to one of the shooting modes (P, S, A, M, SCENE, Auto) per user setting, including aperture (modes A and M) and shutter speed (modes S and M).
• Exposure and flash compensation (+/- EV settings)
• Flash mode (Front curtain, Rear curtain, Slow sync, Fill flash, no flash, etc.)
• Focus point (currently active AF point)
• Metering mode (Matrix, Center-weighted, Spot)

Understanding User Settings in the Nikon D7000
•
•
•
•
•
•

Focus modes (Single-servo, Continuous-servo, Auto-servo) for Viewfinder only
AF-area modes (Single-point, Dynamic-area, Auto-area) for Viewfinder only
Bracketing (Exposure, Flash, White balance, Active D-Lighting)
Shooting Menu (16 of 21 settings, 5 not saved!)
Custom Setting Menu (48 settings)
Live view mode and Movie mode settings controlled by the Custom Settings Menu
or Shooting Menu (see Shooting Menu > Movie settings)

Items that won’t be saved:
• Release modes (S, CL, CH, Q, MUP)
• Storage folder (100D7000)
• File naming (DSC_1234)
• Manage Picture Control
• Multiple exposure
• Interval timer shooting
• Settings on other menus (Playback Menu, Setup Menu, Retouch Menu, My Menu,
or Recent Settings Menu)
• Autofocus (AF) and AF-area modes in Live view mode or Movie mode
Now, let examine how to save a user setting.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Auto, or SCENE—only then do the save. Do not select U1 or U2 on the Mode dial
before you save the setting; instead, leave it set to one of the shooting modes.
Press the MENU button and select Save user settings from the Setup Menu, then
scroll to the right (see figure 1.0, image 1).
Choose either U1 or U2 from the menu and scroll to the right (see figure 1.0, image 2).
Select Save settings from the menu (see figure 1.0, image 3).
Press the OK button to save the selected setting.

My Recommendation:
Any time you make a modification to the Shooting Menu or Custom Setting Menu
that you want to reuse, be sure to save it under one of the user settings, such as U1. If
you are merely making a temporary setting change, it isn’t important to save it. I often
leave the camera set to something on the Mode dial like Aperture-priority auto mode
(A), make adjustments in the fly, and shoot pictures.
However, if you want to save a particular configuration for future reuse, just set the
camera up the way you want to shoot and save the configuration under one of the
user settings. Later, you can retrieve that configuration by simply selecting U1 or U2
on the mode dial.
The user settings will not change unless you resave them. However, you can change
any settings while you are using U1 or U2. The changes will not be saved unless you
resave them under that user setting.

Figure 1.0 – Saving a user setting (U1 or U2)
Following are the steps to save one of the two user settings. This must be repeated for
each of the two settings (U1 and U2):
1. Configure your camera’s settings exactly how you want them to be saved for that
user setting. Be sure that you configure all the items in the Items that will be saved
list that you want to save under this U1 or U2 setting. When you have the camera
configured exactly as you would like, plus you have the Mode dial set to whatever
mode you want to use under the user setting you are saving—such as P, S, A, M,
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User settings in the Nikon D7000 give you some flexibility for quickly changing how
your camera works. You can just enjoy your camera outside of the user settings, but
have them available for a quick change in shooting style. Of course, you have to take
the time to configure each setting for a certain style of shooting in advance, then save
that style under a user setting. However, once you have the two different camera configurations saved under U1 and U2, you merely have to select one of them to drastically change how your camera functions. Nikon has made a very powerful, flexible,
and mature camera in the Nikon D7000!
Keep on capturing time…
Darrell Young (DigitalDarrell)

New From Nikon
Powerful zooms, HD video and surprisingly competitive prices highlight the features
available in Nikon’s latest COOLPIX cameras, announced in February. (Prices are
listed in US Dollars)

Nikon COOLPIX P500
- 36x Optical Zoom-NIKKOR ED Glass
Lens (22.5mm wide-angle to 810mm
super-telephoto)
- 12.1-Megapixels
- EXPEED C2 dual image processors and
Backside Illumination (BSI) CMOS sensor
enable high-speed continuous shooting, exceptional low-light quality and
advanced performance
- Full HD (1080P) recording
- Available in March 2011 for $399.95 in
Black and Red

Nikon COOLPIX P300:
- 4.2x Wide-Angle, f/1.8 maximum aperture NIKKOR glass lens (24-100mm)
- 12.1 megapixel CMOS sensor
- Backside Illumination (BSI) CMOS sensor, High ISO Sensitivity, and fast wideangle f/1.8 lens result in superior image
quality in low-light conditions
- Aperture Priority (A), Shutter Priority
(S) and Full Manual (M) Controls easily
accessed by the camera’s convenient
Mode Dial
- Available in March 2011 for $329.95 in
Black
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Nikon COOLPIX S9100:
- 18x Optical Zoom-NIKKOR ED Glass Lens (25mm
wide-angle to 450mm telephoto)
- 12.1-Megapixels in a deceptively thin body
- Full HD (1080p) movie recording with one-touch
operation, optical zoom, stereo sound and the ability to capture still images during recording
- Huge, Bright 3.0-inch high-resolution VGA
(921,000-dot) Clear Color Display
- Available in March 2011 for $329.95 in Black,
Red, and Silver

Nikon COOLPIX S6100:
- 16.0-Megapixels and a 7x Optical Zoom-NIKKOR
ED Glass Lens (28mm wide-angle to 196mm telephoto)
- Touch Panel operation on huge, bright 3.0-inch
high-resolution LCD
- HD Movies (720p) with HDMI connectivity
- Available in March 2011 for $199.95 in Silver,
Red, Black and Violet

Nikon COOLPIX S4100:
-14.0-Megapixels and a 5x Optical Zoom-NIKKOR
Glass Lens (26mm wide-angle to 130mm telephoto)
- Ultra slim (0.8-inches) camera body, with OneTouch recording and moviemaking of HD Movies
(720p) with sound
- Intuitive Touch Panel operation on bright 3.0-inch
high-resolution LCD
- Available in February 2011 for $179.95 in Champagne Plum, Silver, Black, and Red

New From Nikon

Nikon COOLPIX L120:
- 14.1 Megapixels and a 21x Optical Zoom-NIKKOR
Glass Lens (28mm wide-angle to 420mm supertelephoto)
- Advanced One-Touch HD (720p) Movie recording
capabilities with Stereo Sound and Sports Continuous Shooting
- Features a 3.0-inch high-resolution HVGA
(921,000-dot) LCD Color Display, Five-way VR
- Image Stabilization, Motion Detection and 17
Scene Modes
- AA-battery power
- Available in February 2011 for $279.95 in Black,
Bronze and Red
Nikon COOLPIX L24:
- 14.0 Megapixels and a 3.6x Optical Zoom-NIKKOR
Glass Lens (37mm wide-angle to 134mm telephoto)
- Incredible 3.0-inch LCD and ISO 1600 Capability
- Easy Auto Mode automatically selects the best settings for a photograph and a Scene Mode system that
allows the user to choose from 16 scenes to find the
best one for the situation
- AA-battery power
- Available in February 2011 for $119.95 in Red, Black
and Silver
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Nikon COOLPIX S3100:
- 14.0-Megapixels and a 5x Optical Zoom-NIKKOR
Glass Lens (26mm wide-angle to 130mm telephoto)
- Sleek camera design (0.8 inches, 4.2 ounces), 2.7inch LCD and ISO Capability up to 3200
- Features 19 Scene Modes, including Portrait, Party,
Landscape and Sunset – all of which automatically
adjust camera settings to specific scenes
- Available in February 2011 for $139.95 in Silver, Red,
Black, Yellow, Purple, Blue and Pink

Tamron rebate offer will end soon
Multi-purpose lens gathering
rave reviews for price and versatility

The Tamron SP 17-50MM F/2.8 Di II XR VC LD Aspherical (IF) for your Nikon or
Canon currently features a $50.00 Rebate thru April 30, 2011
The Tamron SP 17-50mm F/2.8 Di-II VC gives you wide-to-moderatetelephoto zoom characteristics (on a DX camera) rendering a picture
angle range approximating a 26-78mm lens on a full frame DSLR or a
35mm SLR. The fast and constant f/2.8 maximum aperture provides
extra depth-of-field flexibility and you will quickly notice additional
freedom in lowlight conditions and increased viewfinder brightness.
The SP designates it was delivered by engineers who are free to innovate in an uncommon atmosphere where optical performance comes
before price.
State-of-the art properties include XR (Extra Refractive Index) and LD
(Low Dispersion) glass in an optical formula employing 19 elements
and 14 groups—optimized for performance and handling by the use of
aspherical element design and internal focus.
Tamron’s proprietary tri-axial VC (Vibration Compensation) image
stabilization adds to image sharpness and further expands low-light
shooting freedom by many as four shutter speeds slower than would
otherwise be possible.
Tamron recommends this lens for APS-C photographers who…
•  Enjoy being able to switch from streetscapes and interiors to portraits
and headshots, without switching lenses.
•  Need the sharpness and low-light shooting potential forded by Triaxial VC.
•  Demand optical performance and handling characteristics designed
to meet the needs of professional

Various views of the Tamron SP AF17-50mm F/2.8 XR Di-II VC LD Aspherical (IF)
(photo courtesy of Darrell Young)
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For more information on this lens check out the Tamron SP AF17-50mm F/2.8 XR
Di-II VC LD Aspherical (IF) Lens Review by Darrell Young, starting on page 14 of The
Nikonian eZine 45.

Calendar
Nikonians Academy North America workshops
Depending on location, the workshops offer instruction on such topics as the Nikon
D300, D700, D3 cameras, Creating HDR, and the i-TTL/ Nikon Creative Lighting
System. Check the Nikonians Academy home page for up to date information and
workshop schedules.
Highlights for the North American Nikonians Academy include:
• Big Sur: From the Coast to the Canyons on April 14-17, 2011
• The Ultimate Travel Workshop: Central America & the Panama Canal on April
27-May 18, 2011
• Moab, UT Photo Adventure on April 29-May 2, 2011 and May 10-13, 2011
• Slot Canyons and Page, AZ, on May 3-6, 2011 and May 17-20, 2011
Highlights for the Nikonians Academy Europe include:
• Master Digital Portraiture Techniques (Two Days)
May 14, 2011 (UK - Manchester)
• Master Nikon Capture NX2
April (UK - London, Slough)
• Master Wildlife Photography: Birds of Prey
June 11, 2011 (NL - Tilburg, Diessen)
• Master your Nikon D300/D300s In Depth
April 16, 2011(UK - London, Herts),
May 7, 2011 (ROI - Dublin),
May 22, 2011 UK - London, Hammersmith)
May 28, 2011 - (NL - Utrecht),
• Master your Nikon D700 & D3/D3s/D3x In Depth
April 27, 2011 (UK - London, Slough),
May 15, 2011 - (NL – Antwerp),
May 21, 2011 (UK - London, Hammersmith)
May 29, 2011 - (NL - Utrecht),
• Master your Nikon i-TTL Wireless Flash, CLS
March 27, 2011 (UK - London, Slough),
April 17, 2011 (UK - London, Herts),
April 23, 2011 (NL - Utrecht),
May 8, 2011 (ROI - Dublin)
May 14, 2011 (NL – Antwerp)
• Nikon Behind the Lens Wedding Workshop (Three Days)
August 10, 2011 (UK - London),
August 17, 2011 (NL - Utrecht)
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New this year at the Nikonians Academy Europe:
Master Wildlife Photography: Birds of Prey
Photograph beautiful birds and improve your wildlife photography skills.
Ever wanted to improve your wildlife photography skills or longed for an
opportunity to photograph birds of prey close up and in action?
Learn more about this workshop (coming in June 2011)

PMA International Convention & Trade Show
It’s not too early to start planning for the 2011 PMA Convention in Las
Vegas.
Dates and times will be:
Thursday, September 8, 2011-- 10:15 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Friday, September 9, 2011 -- 10:15 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Saturday, September 10, 2011 -- 9:15 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
For complete details visit: http://www.pmai.org/pma2011_home.aspx

Nikonians Chapter Gatherings!
Check out our new Travel & Getting Together Forums where Nikonians can coordinate travel plans,
meetings, gatherings and chapters.

Nikonians en langue française est maintenant une réalité ! Afin de le promouvoir et le développer nour recherchons d’urgence plusieurs nouveaux modérateurs vraiment motivés.
Intéressé ? Sollicitez MAINTENANT en complétant le formularie à nous renvoyez ! Infos et formulaire sont disponibles ici: www.nikonians.org/jobs/mod-201006-1.pdf
Nikonians in French is now a reality! In order to promote and develop it we are urgently in search of several really motivated new moderators. Interested? Apply NOW. Information on
applying is available at www.nikonians.org/jobs/mod-201006-1.pdf.
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